Typewriter Evolution:
From Life-changing Tech to Semantic Icon
Exhibit Scope & Purpose
This story ranges from the late 1800s to present day. These pages will eventually be part of a one-frame
display exhibit to include postal history covers and letters, post cards, stamps and ephemera such as
typed governmental documents to illustrate the typewriter’s invention and growth of purpose. Ultimately, it will highlight how this technology has come to represent more than a tool for putting words on
paper. Consider this abbreviated display a tantalizing amuse bouche for a larger exhibit to come.

The Plan
1/ Introduction of the Commercial Typewriter
2/ The Typewriter at War & Home
3/ Social Movements, Writers & Icons

-

1. Introduction of the Commercial Typewriter

-

Debut of the modern commercial typewriter in 1874, manufactured by gunmakers E.
Remington & Sons of Ilion, New York, catapulted workplaces into the 20th century with
cutting-edge technology. Business communication boomed with the advent of the “typewriting machine.” New typewriters appeared, including the Smith Premier and the
Munson Type-Writer in 1889, and the Monarch Visible Typewriter in 1904. Innovations
in later models featured upper and lowercase letters, shift and tab keys, a carriage return, and dual-colored ribbon that allowed the typist to choose black or red type.

2. The Typewriter at War & Home
Typewriters fueled war work in theaters of battle by
providing a convenient means of creating essential
communiqués. Portability of typewriters could help
establish a field office on the front lines in WWI.
War-related manufacturing companies utilized typewriters to process work supporting military efforts
thanks to the innovative Folded Typewriter Postcard
made of thin paper that would roll onto a typewriter’s
platen so a message could be typed, folded, sealed and
sent. On the home front, US legislators’ staffers typed
missives to constituents about the Korean War. Soldiers stationed far from home typed letters to Mom.

2. The Typewriter at War & Home
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2. The Typewriter at War & Home

Letters home were a proud
staple of typewriter duty in
wartime. Typing a request
to his mother, Anna Keisling of Burlington, New
Jersey, for his favorite
foods in the next care package, Chester A. Keisling
reported even more important news. Chet shared
unit scuttlebutt that he
might soon be heading
home. He was right. The
letter’s postmark, August
14, 1945, became known as
WWII’s unofficial end.
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3. Social Movements, Writers & Icons
Typewriters debuted on postage stamps in 1935, jumping right into the midst of the women’s suffrage movement that spoke to women around the world. Typewriters eventually featured as illustrations of social
change in women’s empowerment, racial equality, literacy, conditions of the disabled and more.
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3. Social Movements, Writers & Icons
Typewriters on philately came to represent authors and journalists who would write about social movements
and call our attention to the needs of others through gripping prose. Today, although newer technology has
rendered typewriters obsolete, they remain lionized on stamps as an emerging icon of self-expression. The
2020 Colombia COVID-19 stamp issue expresses this concept best. The stamp features an early typewriter
whose keystrokes come alive, spelling out its admonition to us all: Rewrite your story!
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